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**Committee members:**

- Chair: Aliya Ananina (RUS)
- Deputy Chair: Elisabet Mikaelsson (SWE)
- Arnold Hohenegger (AUT)
- Thomas Moritz Friess (GER)
- Holger Enderlin (GER)
- Michael Lovemore (UK)
- Kirill Tyupanov (RUS)

- Annual Report 2019
- Proposals for changes to competition rules 2019
- Future competitions

## Competitions in 2019

**3rd FAI European Speed Skydiving Championships 2019, Dunkeswell, GB**

**4th FAI World Cup of Speed Skydiving 2019, Dunkeswell, GB**

_CJ: Bert Ham_

28 competitors from 11 NACs – Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States of America. Competitions were conducted by the new rules and with GPS measuring devices. The scoring system also was adopted for the different scoring philosophy.

Due bad weather conditions 6 of 8 rounds were done. The sum of the 6 rounds was counted.
Due to change of measuring device type, the old records were retired, and new records set was started.
There were set ____ Competition Records:

- Male Oceanian  Shane Turner (Australia)
- Female Oceanian  Jessica Johnston (Australia)
- Female World  Mascia Ferri (Italy)
- Female European  Mascia Ferri (Italy)
- Male World  Charles Hurd (GBR)
- Male European  Charles Hurd (GBR)
- Female North American  Montana Miller (USA)
- Male North American  Eugenio Giurana (USA)

The competitors open meeting was held right after the competition.
Summary of the discussed matters during the competitors meeting and to be discussed in the committee:

- Maximum exit altitude
- Raise of altitude to 1000 feet
- Throw-away rounds (possibility to return them back)
- Decision jump-not to jump
- SMD mounting
- Scoring system requirements

Committee would like to thank the BPA, DZ Dunkeswell owner James Farrant and Meet Director Mike Lovemore for the support very high level of event organization.

**Judging Courses**

No judges’ courses were conducted this year.

**Competitions in 2020**

Mondial 2020 Tanay, Russia:
The 4th European Cup of Speed Skydiving 2020
The 3rd FAI World Championships of Speed Skydiving 2020

And I would like to say big thanks and appreciation to the all committee members for the hard and very important work they have been doing during the year!

Aliya Ananina
Chair of the IPC SP committee.